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New coolant tank should be filled with correct amount of premixed coolant and ensure waste is empty. 
To empty waste tank from machine, set machine to waste depletion mode.
Connect adaptor to the BLACK hose and place in a waste bucket.
Switch on air supply and waste coolant will pump out.

Caution - Pressure in Cooling System

1. Disconnect upper radiator hose and connect appropriate quick release adaptors to the radiator hose. 
    Connect loop adaptor (see image on page 1)

2. Ensure valve in the middle of the loop hose connector is open, then add Fortron Cooling System Flush 
    to radiator and circulate for TEN minutes with engine running and heaters on. Switch engine off and 
    CLOSE VALVE ON LOOP CONNECTOR.

3. New coolant hose (Supply Hose - Red) must be connected to the radiator hose pushing coolant pressure to 
    the engine thermostat. This will cause the thermostat to be forced open, allowing coolant to flow.
    Connect Suction Hose - Black to the opposite connection and connect air line pressure.

BLOCK OFF RADIATOR OVERFLOW HOSE - Using quick clamp pliers

4. Ensure that the function dial is set to waste depletion. When air supply is switched on, the vacuum gauge 
    should build pressure to around 1 bar / 15psi and when this has been acheived rotate the function valve to 
    coolant exchange.

5. Vacuum gauge should begin to drop and pressure gauge will rise. When pressure gauge reads approximately
    15psi / 1 bar - exchange process is ready to begin. Open Supply Hose Valve - Red and then open Suction Hose 
    Valve - Black slowly controlling the coolant flow with the black hose valve. Observe fluid exchange through
    sight tubes and avoid too much aeration (bubbling) of coolant in the waste sight glass. When new coolant 
    reaches the bottom of the sight level, exchange is then complete. If coolant appears clean in both new and old
    sight glasses, then shut valves - closing BLACK SUCTION HOSE VALVE - FIRST followed by RED SUPPLY HOSE.
    Switch off air supply.

6. Disconnect red and black hoses from loop hose connection. Carefully remove loop hose connection then 
    reconnect radiator hose and tighten clamps.

7. Check vehicle coolant levels and ensure no leaks are present. Road test vehicle and re-check.

Air Lock or Bleeding Coolant System
Some vehicles may require additional bleeding of the cooling system following 
the coolant replacement. Should you ever have a vehicle that is susceptible to 
air lock or blockage, Sykes-Pickavant do supply an Evact Adaptor to assist in 
this process.

1. Following the completion of the coolant exchange, remove adaptors and 
    refit radiator hoses.

2. Remove the radiator cap.

3. Select the correct rubber adaptor that will fit in radiator inlet.

4. Fit Evact Adaptor, securing by rotating lower brass fitting.

5. Connect black drain hose.

6. Turn on machine and open black hose to draw any excess air from in 
    the system.

7. Once air has been drawn, disconnect black hose and connect red hose and 
    add any additional coolant required.
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